Sala Thammaviharn, Vat Khily,
Sakkaline Road, Ban Khily,
P.O. Box 790,
Luang Prabang, 06000, Lao PDR

1st October 2020
Dear Friends:
Hoping this finds you all and your loved ones, healthy and staying safe; and we are happy to report that our team seems to all be well.
The low COVID case counts in Laos and still with no deaths are a testament to the swift action of the government and the adherence of
the people to correct protective procedures. As of this writing travel remains off the books as all borders are still closed, and this
continues to present logistical challenges.
However, our work continues, as below…
Current Projects:
The Arts School
The school year in Luang Prabang re-started (after a several month COVID suspension) at the beginning of this month and we are looking
forward to seeing some of the works produced by the students at the arts school. See several photographs below. To put it simply, the
students are going great at the school, as you will see. Many of them have already created objects that we will easily be able to buy
from them and re-sell in our CELADON shop when things get back to normal. The class that graduates next May will be the source, we
hope, of a number of students whose work deserves further development, and they will be invited to come to join our purpose built
workshop in town and continue to advance their skills. More on this as it develops.
The workshop we equipped in town has already been of great use to us and enabled our own staff and some interested novices from
local temples to produce highly attractive and unusual objects.
This coming weekend, 2nd October, marks the end of Buddhist Lent and is time for the building of fire boats to be launched into the
Mekong and the temples to decorate with stars and other symbolic items. In our workshop we are building a symbolic fireboat which will
be shipped to Switzerland and displayed in our Co-Founder Hans Georg Berger’s important exhibition in the Museum of Lugano opening in
late March next year…and you will hear much more on this exciting development in our January newsletter.
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The Buddhist Archives – Support from the German Embassy in Laos
Numerous organizations, government grant programs and individuals have helped to build the Buddhist Archives of Photography into a
national treasure and a world class collection. Last year the Archive received a valuable project initiated and supported by the German
Embassy in Vientiane, and driven by the Ambassador, H.E. Jens Luetkenherm, and his highly capable colleagues.
Their efforts resulted in a program that began in April 2019 and lasted until the end of December 2019. The program covered an
extensive range of activities, protocols and training sessions for the conservation and preservation of historic photographs held in the
Archive’s collection.
During the program, the Ambassador and his colleagues visited the Archive several times, and in October of 2019 a Parliamentary
Committee from Germany also visited the site.
This Project achieved two of the most important goals of the Archives since its founding: 1) We advanced protocols and procedures for
the conservation of the photographic collection, and 2) during the course of the program a number of young Lao (including novices)
received excellent training on these subjects. This is an important element to us, in that we believe that it is the Lao people who
should continue the development of the Archive and its collection, and we are grateful for the German Embassy’s support that aided in
developing this element.
The Program ended with a well-attended Symposium (see the photos below). Further, during this initiative, we were encouraged by the
German Embassy, the Ambassador and the Parliamentary Committee to explore fire protection options for the Archive. This is highly
complex given the nature of the building and the storage spaces, but now we believe we have identified the best options and will be
elaborating on those in due course.
The entire Buddhist Sangha of Luang Prabang passes on their thanks to and blessings of the German Ambassador and the Embassy for
their invaluable support!
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Emergency Restoration of the Buddhist Archives Building
As we told you at some length in our last newsletter, we have embarked on an emergency restoration project for the building housing
the Archives, owing to clearly developing cracks in the walls of this classic building.
This work is proceeding, and after some small delays during negotiations with the World Heritage office, we have been proceeding
apace. The photographs below show the progress so far. Although the spaces appear to still be far from complete, the fact is the bulk of
the difficult work is done (the new roof and all the necessary interior support columns and beams) and what remains is painting, touchup, column decoration and wall stencils. We are still confident of an end November completion, and will let you know.
Feeding the Monks, Nuns and Novices at the Buddhist Academy:
This has become a huge challenge for the high school at the academy. With up to 700 mouths to feed every day they have relied heavily
on local businesses to contribute food, especially vegetables. The complete cessation of any tourism income has forced most such
businesses to close.
Thanks to the generosity of two staunch supporters in the U.S.A., we now can distribute, twice a month until March 2021, a large
quantity of basics and high-protein foods, and this will help enormously. Our profound thanks to both people and sincere blessings from
the Abbot and the student body.
Our Social Enterprise Experiment – In Spite of the Challenge the Future is Here!
Our Social Enterprise initiative, the shop CELADON, has this year fallen victim to the COVID challenge, and while we keep the shop open
on most days, there are no tourists and thus no customers.
HOWEVER…we are not wasting our time, and have completed establishing the workshop nearby our shop and offices in the town;
intended to enable students graduating from the Arts School (and others) to have access to a clean, purpose-equipped workshop where
they could continue to practice and refine their skills, potentially deriving income from selling their output through the Project’s shop.
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We mentioned this in our last newsletter and are happy to say that the workshop is now well equipped and functioning. Although we
have no customers, we are using the time to refine, train and create with an eye to the future. We decided to use the “down-time” to
re-paint and freshen up the shop…sooner or later the tourist industry here will revive, and we will be ready!
This will be our final newsletter of 2020 – the next one in January 2021 unveiling the inspirational initiatives we plan for next year. I will
be in touch individually with some of you in December.
May we extend to you the sincere thanks from all of us in Luang Prabang for your support and interest so far. Your contributions and
moral support have already touched hundreds of young lives and will continue to do so over the next decades.
Our warmest best personal regards and blessings to you all and wishes for staying safe.
Brian Lingham, Project Coordinator,
Vatthana Siamkha, Assistant Coordinator and
The entire Buddhist Heritage Project Team.
PS: For those of you who are able to make a modest donation in these challenging times, you may do so through either of the following
links on our web site. Resident taxpayers of either the U.S.A. or Australia may make a tax-deductible contribution using the relevant
country link…with PayPal or a major credit card through PayPal. Thank you!
https://www.buddhist-heritage.org/how_to_help_usa.html OR https://www.buddhist-heritage.org/how_to_help_australia.html

And please check out the photographs on the following pages!
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Three high quality carved wooden plaques by three students…differing subjects and differing wood; AND cleverly created cement / clay animals and birds!

Vat Xiang Thong

A Still life

A Still Life with a Twist

A Highly Conventional Buddhist Painting

These four different paintings from four students indicate the range of talent…and hint at the ability of some of them to think creatively, and not simply copy
what they have been seeing in their environments for most of their young lives! The conventional painting is included here to provide comparison.
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Opening the Program sponsored by the German Embassy, with
the senior Abbot Satthu One Keo and Dr. Khamvone Boulyaphon,

Dr. Khamvone Boulyaphone, Director of the Archives demonstrating and
explaining the condition and handling of historic photographs.

The well attended and enthusiastic reception of the final Symposium which came at the close of the German Embassy’s sponsored initiative.
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The final stages of the new roof and tiles on the Archive Building

The interior of the second floor showing the new bare roof structure

The ground floor exhibition space almost ready for painting

On the second floor new ceiling installation and painting
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The two talented staff members manning our workshop in town have created these two beautifully made copies of the small brass bell tower and the wooden
drum tower used in each Temple in Luang Prabang. The wooden drum announces the morning Alms Round and the bell announces mealtimes.
These models are approximately 40 cm tall and can be dismantled for ready shipping. They are on display now in CELADON.

